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Throughout the eighteenth century, Kameralismus was understood primarily as a body of

writing and teaching related to the economic management of the territorial state.  It sought to

delineate the practices that  would  foster  the well-being of  the population,  and hence the

strength of the state.  As I argue in Governing Economy,1 the project to establish Cameralism

as a science in northern German universities shaped a body of writing that reflects not how

the economy of town and country actually functioned, but which was instead more normative:

it articulated a conception of good order in state and economy.  What we learn from studying

the textbooks produced in the course of the eighteenth century illuminates therefore these

conceptions of “good order”, not whether economic administration and practice was in fact

orderly.

Cameralist teaching was developed primarily in North German Protestant universities; as

a discourse of Reform and Enlightenment it also found a place in Austrian territories of the

later  eighteenth  century,  also  in  Russia  and  in  Sweden.   The  connection  to  Russia  and

Sweden ran through the Baltic, including present-day Finland, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia.

The Baltic was a major northern trading area that not only fostered trade between its coastal

states, but which was already firmly linked into the Atlantic trading area through the presence

of Dutch merchants in the seventeenth century, and British in the eighteenth.  Both Dutch and

British merchants were seeking the timber, timber products (pitch and tar), flax and linen that

would sustain their merchant and naval fleets; the significant expansion of the British Navy in

the  course  of  the  eighteenth  century  was  predicated  upon  access  to  the  Baltic  trades.

Sweden was also a major exporter of iron to Britain during this period.

Timber and timber products – also including the potash consumed in large quantities by

the English woollen industry – were thus elements of the long-distance trading relations that

linked the Baltic to the Atlantic.  And since the major forests of this area were domain land, or

more broadly, state property, there is on the face of it here a possible connection between

cameralism  as  a  new  discourse  of  state  administration  and  the  emergent  literature  of

commerce, trade and power.  Is there, therefore, such a thing as a “Baltic Cameralism” that

reflects this world of overseas trade and international markets, transcending the more usual

1 Governing Economy. The Reformation of German Economic Discourse 1750-1830, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge 1988; new edition, Threshold Press, Newbury 2016.
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emphasis upon the good order of a closed, domestic economy?  A kind of export-oriented

Cameralism?  Raising this question also provides a useful test of the normative characteristic

of cameralist writing – that it discourses at length on good order and practice, only indirectly

indicating  the  way  in  which  these  conceptions  related  to  actual  economic  relationships,

practices and products.  We can no longer reconstruct in any detail the rhythm of economic

activity in the territorial states: what was produced where and in what quantities, where it was

consumed and by whom, the movement of prices, taxes, fees and duties paid.2  The materials

now available to us provide at best an image of the structure of such activity, not its ongoing

process.  However, where goods are traded between states we often have data on products,

quantities,  prices  together  with  dates,  permitting  the  flow  of  economic  activity  to  be

reconstructed at  least in part.   Throughout the eighteenth century British customs officers

recorded goods shipped in and out of British ports; Swedish district  officials did likewise;3

Danish customs officials recorded the ships and cargoes passing through the Danish straits

(“the Sound”).  The Baltic trade in timber products was therefore recorded in transit and on its

arrival in Britain, by the eighteenth century the largest trading presence in the Baltic.  These

records make up a rich resource with which we can assess flows of trade; when combined

with the records of the Royal Navy we also have a significant record of the consumption of

these products.  While we still lack much in the way of systematic records on the output side –

the sale of timber, or of leases for the exploitation of timber, to merchants often based in the

major seaports – it is possible to assess the nature and scale of the engagement of northern

state domains and estates in international trade.

This chapter thus reverses the approach that I took in Governing Economy.  Rather than

construct a perspective upon conceptions of economic order through a study of cameralist

teaching and practical writings, I here examine one important area of economic activity and

consider in what way,  if  at all,  this was represented in contemporary writing on economic

administration.  To anticipate my conclusion: such reflection is only partial and indirect – there

is no “Baltic Cameralism”.  But this negative conclusion is not really the point of what follows,

for in reaching this conclusion I raise the question: why not?

1. The Problem of “Mercantilism”

In  1931  Eli  Heckscher,  Professor  of  Economic  History  at  the  Stockholm  School  of

Economics from 1929,  published what  would  become his  seminal  study of  early  modern

commerce,  adopting  as  his  title  a  term  minted  in  the  1880s  by  Gustav  Schmoller:

Mercantilism.4  Using a term related to Adam Smith's critique of the “Mercantile System” in

2 The volumes of the Acta Borussica published from 1894, and the new series that has appeared since 1994, are of 
course a rich source in this regard, but the masses of material on economy and administration that they assemble 
provides insight primarily into structure, rather than process – see for a useful synthesis of the older material 
Gustavo Corni, Stato assoluto e società agraria in Prussia nell'età di Federico II, Il Mulino, Bologna 1982.

3 See the account of this data in John Rice, “Patterns of Swedish Foreign Trade in the Late Eighteenth Century”, 
Geografiska Annaler. Series B, Human Geography Vol. 47 No. 1 (1965) pp. 86-87.

4 Merkantilisment; ett led I den ekonomiska politikens historia, P. A. Norstedt, Stockholm 1931; translated into 
German as Der Merkantilismus, Gustav Fischer, Jena 1932; and into English as Mercantilism, George Allen and 
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Book IV of The Wealth of Nations, Schmoller had reviewed the various economic measures

adopted in the nascent Prussian state that had promoted state formation.  The regulatory

policies that had been the object of Smith's criticism were now re-interpreted positively, as

contributing to the formation and consolidation of the Prussian state.  While this inflection of

“mercantilism” involved a teleology of state formation, it is also worth noting that Schmoller

laid emphasis here on the role of the “territorial economy”: rather than seeing the emergent

state as part of a process in which control was increasingly assumed by a centralised state,

attention was instead directed to the co-ordination of territorial power, extending across areas

where urban settlements were few and far between.5  And he summarised “mercantilism” in

the following terms:

The essence of this system lay not in an emphasis upon the accumulation of

money or on the balance of trade, nor simply in customs frontiers, protective

tariffs and the regulation of shipping, but rather in something more: in the total

reorganisation of society and its organisation, together with the state and its

institutions, replacing a local and rural economic policy with one based upon

state and nation.6

Heckscher likewise emphasised the importance of policies in creating a “uniform economic

sphere”  subordinate  to  state  direction,  suggesting  that  the  chief  objective  here  was  the

strengthening  of  the  power  of  a  state  with  respect  to  its  neighbours  and  competitors.7

However, as Heckscher's book unfolds we discover that his primary source of material comes

not,  as with Schmoller,  from the territorial  states of  Northern Europe, but  from the rather

different  polities  of  England  and  France,  both  unitary  states  throughout  the  period.

Consequently, the sources which he examines - tolls, weights and measures, coinage, guild

regulation,  capital,  corporations  and  companies  –  are  factors  which  are  not  so  much

instruments of  state  formation,  but  of  the consolidation of  an existing state.   Schmoller's

purpose,  tracking  the  emergence  of  state  co-ordination  from  the  diversity  of  territorial

economic organisation, was instead diverted back into a more Smithian path, in which the

various regulatory instruments were envisaged as so many obstacles to the realisation of free

trade.   For  Heckscher,  the  option  was  either  mercantilism  or  laissez-faire,  the  former

representing state intervention, and the latter opposed to any state activity other than the

maintenance of law and order.8

Unwin, London 1935 (second edition in two volumes 1955), cited here from the Routledge 1994 reprint.

5 This approach is also reflected in Guillaume Garnier's État, économie, territoire en Allemagne. L'espace dan le 
caméralisme et l'économie politique 1740-1820, Éditions de l'École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, 
Paris 2005.

6 Gustav Schmoller, “Das Merkantilsystem in seiner historischen Bedeutung [1884]”, in his Umrisse und 
Untersuchungen zur Verfassungs-, Verwaltungs- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte, Duncker und Humblot, Berlin 1898 p. 
37.

7 “...mercantilism is primarily an agent of unification.” - Heckscher, Mercantilism Vol. I, second edition p 22.

8 Heckscher, Mercantilism Vol. II, second edition p. 316.
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Heckscher's subsequent principal reputation has been as a contributor to the Heckscher-

Ohlin  model  of  comparative  advantage,  of  the  distribution  of  the  advantages  from trade

according  to  the  factor  endowments  of  the  trading  economies  concerned.9  It  is  usually

supposed that in  Principles of Political Economy and Taxation Ch. 7 (1817) David Ricardo

originated the argument that comparative, rather than absolute, advantage underpinned the

development of international trade, the basic conception that is articulated in all modern trade

theory.10  Here we might note that when Ricardo imagined two economies exchanging wine

and wool, he was simply recalling the terms of England's 1703 Methuen Treaty with Portugal

as printed in its entirety in Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations Book IV Ch. 6, and so presumably

recycling  something  he  had  read.   Later  James  Mill,  when  tidying  up  Ricardo's  rather

confused account of international trade in his own Elements of Political Economy, replaced

wine and wool  with  corn and cloth,  the two specimen countries now being England and

Poland;11 hence reflecting the real significance of the Baltic trades for eighteenth and early

nineteenth-century Britain.  While this aspect of British trading relations and policy is absent

from  Mercantilism, Heckscher  did  go  on  to  write  a  multivolume  history  of  the  Swedish

economy from 1520 to 1815 whose later volumes dealt in detail with Swedish external trade

in  the  eighteenth  century.12  And  while  German  secondary  works  are  not  ignored  in

Mercantilism,13 there  are  just  two  references  to  “Cameralism:  German”  in  its  index,

represented individually by Becher, Hörnigk and Schröder, all of them seventeenth-century

writers connected in one way or another with the Austrian Court, Becher and Schröder also

spending time in England.  Heckscher's knowledge of the Baltic trades did not find its way into

his account of “mercantilism”, while the existence of an extensive eighteenth-century German-

language  literature  is  reflected  only  in  his  reference  to  books  that  treat  such  writing  as

“mercantilist”.

The  entire  Baltic  region  was  one  dominated  by  territorial  states  in  which  domain

administration played a significant part in local economic activity.  The British economy relied

on this region for supplies of shipbuilding timber, masts, spars, tar, pitch, hemp and potash,

9 Heckscher first sketched this model in his “Utrikeshandelns verkan på inkomstfördelningen. Några teoretiska 
grundlinjer”, Ekonmisk Tidskrift Årg. 21, Del 2 (1919) pp. 1-32, translated as “The Effect of Foreign Trade on the 
Distribution of Income”, in Howard S. Ellis, Lloyd A. Metzler (eds.) Readings in the Theory of International Trade, 
Blakiston Company, Philadelphia 1949 pp. 272-300; and this model was first fully elaborated by his student Bertil 
Ohlin in his Interregional and International Trade, Harvard University Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 1933.

10 See my discussion of this in The Economy of the Word. Language, History, and Economics, Oxford University 
Press, New York 2015 Ch. 4.

11 James Mill, Elements of Political Economy, in Donald Winch (ed.) James Mill. Selected Economic Writings, Oliver 
and Boyd, Edinburgh 1966 p. 271.  Elements was first published in 1821; Winch reproduces the third edition of 
1826.  My focus here on Baltic timber products should not be taken as any denial of the great significance of 
exports of Swedish iron and Polish or Livonian grain throughout this period; my emphasis is instead related to the 
reliance of the Royal Navy upon these products, the fact that during the latter part of the eighteenth century the 
Royal Navy established a world dominance that would last into the twentieth century and that, being the Navy, 
extensive records of its purchases still exist.

12 Eli Heckscher, Sveriges Ekonomiska Historia från Gustav Vasa, 4 Vols. Albert Bonner Vörlag, Stockholm 1935, 
1936, 1949.  Volume 1 (1935) deals with the sixteenth century, Vol. 2 (1936) deals with the period from then until 
1720, while Volumes 3 and 4 (1949) deal with the period 1720-1815.  See Lars Magnusson's brief discussion in his
“Introduction” to Heckscher, Mercantilism Vol. I, Routledge, London 1994 pp. xx-xxi.

13 See for example Heckscher, Mercantilism Vol. II, second edition pp. 262-63.
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the last critical to the English woollen industry, and the remainder vital to the British merchant

marine and the Royal Navy.  In the seventeenth century the Dutch had predominated – like

Britain, a major seafaring nation lacking the timber and related resources that might build and

keep at sea the vessels upon which this relied.  Here, one would think, was a region within

which  increasingly-centralised  state  economic  administrations  linked  up  with  an  Atlantic

economy in which trade might not be entirely free, but which was conducted by independent

merchants.  Heckscher's attention in Mercantilism is resolutely turned away from the trading

region of which Stockholm was then still a part, and towards the more distant engagements of

French  and British  merchants  in  the  Atlantic  and beyond.   Despite  the  work's  manifestly

international  focus,  it  is  limited  both  geographically  and  substantively  by  its  focus  upon

administration and policy, rather than starting from the actual trading relations that existed and

how  these  might  or  might  not  have  shaped  policy  and  debate.   And  so,  despite  the

monumental character of Heckscher's work, its own focus has in turn distracted our attention

from the actual significance of the Baltic trades in international commerce.

Britain and the Baltic Trades

Throughout  the  eighteenth  century  Northern  Europe14 was  the  most  significant

international trading region by value for England and Wales; between 1710 and 1758 imports

were in almost every year higher than from the next two most significant regions (Southern

Europe, followed by the British West Indies15), in most years the total of imports and exports

eclipsing those of Asia, Africa and the American Colonies combined.  Using figures calculated

by  Deane and  Cole,  Mitchell  shows  that  for  Great  Britain  during  the  last  quarter  of  the

eighteenth  century,  imports  from  “The  North”  (Denmark,  Norway,  East  Country,  Poland,

Prussia, Russia and Sweden – ie. the Baltic trades) generally exceeded those from Northwest

Europe (France, the Low Countries, and the German states excluding Prussia).16  From this

we might infer that Baltic trading made up a substantial proportion of “Northern Europe” for

British traders.  Central to these trade flows was the exchange of timber and timber products

for British cloth; both the Royal Navy and the merchant marine relied heavily upon Baltic

timber, and more or less exclusively upon the region for its supplies of pitch, tar and hemp.

Both the construction of new ships,  and the maintenance of existing ones, required large

quantities of imported material; by the later part of the century British ships were the principal

trading presence in Baltic waters.17  The Baltic was also extremely significant as a source of

14 European ports north of Antwerp – Note 4 to External Trade Table 14 in B. R. Mitchell, British Historical Statistics, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1988 p. 492.

15 Imports from Southern Europe were marginally higher in 1717, 1723; while Northern Europe was throughout this 
period the principal destination of English and Welsh exports.

16 Phyllis Deane, W. A. Cole, British Economic Growth, 1688-1955, Cambridge University Press, London 1962; 
Mitchell, External Trade Table 15 p. 496.  As with other data, values here are those entered in the ledger, and 
therefore unadjusted.

17 By the 1790s some 10,000 ships, the great majority British, passed through the Sound annually, travelling 
eastward mainly in ballast, and returning predominantly with timber: Sven-Erik Åström, From Tar to Timber. 
Studies in Northeast European Forest Exploitation and Foreign Trade 1660-1860, Societas Scientiarum Fennica, 
Helsinki 1988 p. 111.
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potash, essential for various stages in the manufacture of cloth during the eighteenth century,

and a heavy consumer of hardwood – one cubic metre of oak yielded just over one pound of

potash according to one estimate.18

Van  Creveld  pointed  out  a  long  time  ago  that  for  all  the  attention  that  Napoleon's

campaigns  have  attracted  from  historians  and  strategists,  the  one  area  in  which  he  is

acknowledged to have been an innovator – logistics - remains the least studied.19  While van

Creveld's attention is purely on land-based warfare, an analogous argument can be extended

to seaborne trade and warfare: just as the forward movement of Rommel's Afrika Corps was

limited by the ever-increasing number of petrol-consuming lorries needed to ferry the fuel

needed to keep the front moving forward,20 without a constant flow of imported booms, masts,

hawsers, nails, hemp, flax, pitch and tar the Royal Navy could not have remained at sea at all,

let alone for the extended periods customary by the later eighteenth century.  The same went

for coastal and long-distance seaborne trades – the ships upon which it all depended required

constant maintenance and regular refits, consuming large quantities of material whose source

lay primarily in the Baltic.  Then there was the replacement of ships lost to storm and enemy

action,  quite  apart  from any addition to  the naval  and merchant  fleet  to  keep pace with

increases in the flows of  international  trade.   For  the Royal  Navy,  the  Seven Year's  War

marked  a  turning  point:  for  the  next  fifty  years  the  North  Atlantic  was  added  to  the

Mediterranean  and  the  Baltic  as  a  space  in  which  European  hostilities  were  conducted,

adding considerably to the numbers of ships needed, and the amount of maintenance that

each ship required to remain seaworthy.

The Baltic was thus central to British trade, both as a source of the materials needed for

merchant ships to ply their trade, and as a destination for voyages.  But the density of the

trading networks arising from this are not reflected in the contemporary literature upon which

Heckscher draws in the later parts of Mercantilism.  This goes some way to explain why it is

that a Swede writing about trade and commerce in the seventeenth and eighteenth century

could end up here writing only about France and Britain – and not drawing any connection

with  the  very  extensive  contemporary  Swedish,  German,  Dutch  or  Italian  literature.

Heckscher's problem was that his treatment of early modern commercial discourse failed to

consider  why  it  was  that  the  geographical  extent  of  the  material  he  examined  was  so

circumscribed.   German contemporary literature dealing with economic administration and

18 Michael North, “The Export of Timber and Timber By-products from the Baltic Region to Western Europe, 1575-
1775”, in his From the North Sea to the Baltic, Essays in Commercial, Monetary and Agrarian History, 1500-1800, 
Variorum, Aldershot 1996 p. I.9.

19 Martin van Creveld, Supplying War. Logistics from Wallenstein to Patten, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 
1977 p. 2: “Similarly, no one has yet made a detailed study of the arrangements that made it possible to feed an 
ambulant city with a population of 200,000 while simultaneously propelling it forward at a rate of fifteen miles a 
day.” loc. cit.

20 Van Creveld demonstrates that Rommel's eventual defeat in North Africa in 1942 was primarily due to his reliance 
on motor vehicles to move supplies and fuel forward; it was the combined effect of limited port capacity, fuel-
dependency and very large distances that ensured his defeat.  British and allied forces were supplied mainly by 
rail, and the further they retreated, the closer they got to their supply bases – the exact opposite of Rommel's 
problem.  Supplying War, op. cit. pp. 198-200.
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regulation was perhaps the most extensive of all, and yet as noted above, Heckscher refers to

a very limited number of sources in a vast literature.21  Among the 1000 pages or more of

Humpert's 1937 Bibliographie22 there are almost forty pages devoted to forestry, almost one

hundred  and  forty  to  Technologie,  and  one  hundred  and  forty  to  trade  and  commercial

sciences – but none of these texts appear to address an obvious point: that the principal

source of the staples traded internationally through the Baltic was domain forest, managed for

the most part by the stewards and officers at whom the new cameralistic sciences of the

eighteenth century were directed, and hence involving a direct linkage between the practice of

estate  management  and the conduct  of  international  trade.   By  assuming  that  published

writings on commerce and regulation were more or less direct mediations of actual economic

activity, in  Mercantilism Heckscher produced an account of the early modern economy that

got  things  back  to  front:  he  ignored  all  evidence  of  Sweden's  active  connection  with  an

international economy, and wrote instead about the impediments to the development of an

international economy recorded in English and French writing.

This chapter cannot resolve this puzzle – the existence of the Baltic as a trading area of

international  significance,  but  where  the  source  of  staples  lay  in  economies  which  were

apparently remote from the international economy,  and where the interface between local

economic  administration  and  the  international  economy  attracted  so  little  contemporary

attention, nor has since then been subject to much discussion.  The purpose here is more to

review possible reasons for this apparent disconnection between the significance of existing

flows of trade, and the lack of any reflection of this in contemporary literature addressed to the

good management of the territorial economy.  More broadly, this essay points to a substantial

gap in our understanding of the early modern economy: that we in fact know very little about

the way in which production became integrated with consumption through market relations.

This  essay  provides  strong  evidence  for  the  existence  of  this  integration  by  virtue  of

demonstrating the existence of major trade flows – but highlights how little we actually know

about  the  organisation  of  early  modern  markets.   Heckscher's  apparent  neglect  in

Mercantilism of the part his own country played in British trade is not therefore so much a

personal oversight, but more an effect of the literature with which he worked.

Baltic Products and their Distribution

First  some remarks about the staples that  are our concern here.  Leaving aside the

importance of  imported potash to  the British  woollen industry,  but  for  which we have no

accessible figures for consumption, the goods under particular examination here all  relate

21 In his introductory chapter, “The Argument”, Heckscher contrasts laissez faire and mercantilism through the 
counterposition of Smith's Wealth of Nations (1776) to Becher's Politische Discurs (1667) – Mercantilism Vol. I, 
second edition p. 25.  For detail on Johann Joachim Becher's (1635-1682) time in England in the last two years of 
his life see Pamela H. Smith, The Business of Alchemy. Science and Culture in the Holy Roman Empire, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton NJ pp. 258-59.

22 Magdalene Humpert,Bibliographie der Kameralwissenschaften, Kurt Schroeder Verlag, Cologne 1937.
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primarily to the construction and maintenance of ships:23 the various kinds of timber that went

into them, the pitch and tar used to make them watertight, and the hemp used to make miles

of ropework.  Tar was produced from birch or pinewood in a dry distillation oven, and was

used to waterproof hulls; pitch was produced by a similar process, differing from tar in its

greater viscosity, and was used mainly for caulking.  In each case, substantial volumes of

timber were required as raw material, neither pine nor birch ever forming a significant part of

British forest and woodland.  The main source of masts and booms was likewise pine, while

some structural  oak in merchantman or warship had to be imported,  for lack of sufficient

domestic  supplies.   It  used  to  be  thought  that  the  expansion  of  the  Royal  Navy  in  the

seventeenth century was predicated on the destruction of large tracts of domestic woodland,

but it is now argued that any reduction in British woodland can be traced back to the early-

medieval period, if not indeed the Iron Age.24  In any case, brief reflection on the rise of Dutch

maritime  power  in  the  seventeenth  century  highlights  the  fact  that  the  Dutch  never

commanded significant sources of domestic timber, whether hardwood or coniferous, but that

did not stop them becoming a maritime power.  The materials to build their fleets came from

elsewhere – mainly the Baltic.

The classic study of the importance of timber and timber products to British maritime

power is Albion's  Forests and Sea Power, which identified a growing crisis in the supply of

raw materials for the construction and maintenance of ships in the later seventeenth century

which, Albion argued, contributed to failures of naval strategy.25  While it was true that the

Commissioners for Trade and Plantations were established in 1696 for the express purpose

of finding alternatives to Baltic sources of supply, their principal success lay in establishing a

system that recorded imports and exports, not in finding significant alternative suppliers of

naval stores.  Even in the early eighteenth century the Navy was importing from 2000 to 5300

lasts26 of Swedish pitch and tar a year, as compared with an average of 25 from the colonies.

In the course of the eighteenth century imports of pitch and tar did fluctuate, but continued to

hit ever higher peaks, as with the 18,698 lasts recorded as imported in 1768, almost entirely

from the Baltic area.27  The Great Northern War of 1700-1721 did disrupt trade in the Baltic to

the advantage of colonial trade, but the major long-term significance was a decline in Dutch

influence, and a commensurate rise in a British commercial presence.  The value of Navy

23 Although it should be said that the domestic building trades also relied heavily upon imported timber; the 
advantage of the focus upon the Navy is the existence of extensive records of naval contracting.

24 See Oliver Rackham, Trees and Woodland in the British Landscape, Phoenix Press, London 2001 pp. 94ff.

25 Robert Greenhaigh Albion, Forests and Sea Power. The Timber Problem of the Royal Navy 1652-1862, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 1926.

26 1 last of tar = 12 barrels, one large hoop tar barrel = 125 litres, so 2000 lasts = 3m. litres.  Åström, From Tar to 
Timber, op. cit. p. 12.  See Table 1 below.

27 See Table XVI below, from Elizabeth Boody Schumpeter, English Overseas Trade Statistics 1697-1808, Oxford 
University Press, London 1960.  Most of the data recorded in this collection is by value, and as T. S. Ashton notes 
in his “Introduction” (p. 4), the absence of a satisfactory system of weights meant that the series of values 
presented in the collection can be indicative only.  Table XVI gives amount of imports by piece, from which 
inferences can be made about the volumes of traffic originating in the Baltic.  However, Schumpeter's figures 
remain of value because of the way that Mitchell presents a single figure for “timber”, aggregating the items 
separately listed in Schumpeter.
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Board contracts for pitch and tar during the period of the Great Northern War bear witness to

the slight significance of colonial trade even at this time:28

Sweden £61,257

Russia £44,133

Carolina £9,719

New England £5,466

Norway £1,550

East Country £1,152

Virginia-Maryland £675

Plantation £56

Later  in  the  century  Swedish  figures  show that  England  accounted  for  28% by  value  of

Swedish exports, as compared with 24% for the entire Baltic region.29

The story was similar with respect to masts.  “Great masts” (anything larger than 18

inches in diameter) had at one time been sourced from New England, rather than the Baltic

(and hence Albion's emphasis on colonial administration); but as warships grew in size during

the course of the eighteenth century mainmasts could no longer feasibly be made from single

sticks, and in fact the practice of constructing composites was well-established by the later

seventeenth century.30  The problems in the supply of finished masts to which Albion pointed

were not in fact related to a lack of materials, as he supposed, but instead to a shortage of the

skilled labour required to build composite masts.  Knight notes that even during the Seven

Years' War Naval Dockyards were using no more than a dozen very large sticks of over 32”

diameter.31  Moreover,  the predominance of  imports great  masts from Riga became even

more marked following the onset of the American War of Independence.32

28 Joseph J. Malone, “England and the Baltic Naval Stores Trade in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries”, The 
Mariner's Mirror, Vol. 58 (1972) p. 388.  

29 Rice, “Patterns of Swedish Foreign Trade”, op. cit. Tabke III p. 94.

30 Roger Knight, “New England Forests and British Seapower: Albion Revised”, The American Neptune, Vol. XLVI No.
4 (1986) pp. 222-23.

31 Knight quotes the Commissioner of the Halifax Yard noting in 1788 that while very large sticks certainly existed, 
they were variable in quality and remote from the watercourses necessary for their transport; Knight, “ New 
England Forests” op. cit. p. 223.

32 British Import of Great Masts, 1764-1785, in Knight, “New England Forests”, op. cit. p. 228.
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As  for  boards  and  planks,  the  diffusion  of  the  Dutch  fine-blade  saw  in  the  later

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries altered the supply of timber, making it possible to

part-process  timber  before  export.   Åström  employs  a  Thünen  model  to  determine  the

transport  zones  for  staples  in  the  Ostrobothnia  region  of  Finland,  with  shipbuilding  and

sawmills on the coast, a tar-burning zone further inland, and then deeper inland still slash-

and-burn agriculture.33  Ash was exported through Danzig and Königsberg, while pitch and tar

production shifted by the eighteenth century to Sweden and Finland; tar produced around

Vasa, Uleåborg and Gamlakarleby being known as “Stockholm tar” since that was the port

from which it was shipped, Karelian tar being shipped through Viborg.34

North suggests that the shift to Sweden and Finland for both timber and timber products

was related  to  the over-exploitation of  Polish and Prussian  forests,  related to  the earlier

practice of leasing domain land to merchant entrepreneurs for a fixed sum.  In the southern

Baltic region there was a shift back to the exploitation of forest land by the local administration

at the same time as the principal sources moved north; although Åström also notes that by

the 1790s Memel specialised in the export of fir timber, being the point of departure for 20% of

the westbound ships passing through the Sound.35

33 Åström, From Tar to Timber, op. cit. p. 56ff.

34 Michael North, The Baltic. A History, Harvard University Press, Cambridge (Mass.) 2015 p. 130.

35 Michael North, “The Export of Timber and Timber By-products from the Baltic Region to Western Europe, 1575-
1775”, in his From the North Sea to the Baltic, Essays in Commercial, Monetary and Agrarian History, 1500-1800, 
Variorum, Aldershot 1996 p. 9.  See also the more detailed study by Enn Küng, “The Timber Trade in Pärnu in the 
Second Half of the Seventeenth Century”, Ajalooline Ajakiri Nos. 137/138 (2011) pp. 243-63.
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Schumpeter, Table XVI Quantities of Selected Imports into England and Wales
Hemp Rough Pitch & Tar Masts Masts Masts Oak Planks Timber Oak

cwt. Lasts Great Middle Small Loads Loads
1700 81982 2705 995 982 1279 917
1701 138135 2906 113 335 945 1903
1702 109215 879 154 323 450 1604
1703 175413 3835 710 156 1209 3100 24
1704 267171 5127 537 653 842 1268
1705
1706 41456 3507 1015 711 1298 569 119
1707 149398 3403 1643 2004 2876 2707 55
1708 178536 3242 1222 1168 2026 3057 104
1709 167007 3088 1176 1264 2267 1296 384
1710 91346 3395 1847 1426 977 2269 722
1711 153660 3456 1021 984 707 1230 6
1712
1713 80812 2703 2243 2181 3565 1102 4
1714 56307 3392 933 1865 5744 1438
1715 197984 4269 747 1687 2888 938
1716 157020 6601 512 835 1632 744
1717 173355 7694 478 673 1862 2578
1718 146243 7850 1021 1080 2754 1096
1719 98638 6380 753 888 1871 1107 364
1720 137777 4848 1442 1490 3414 3536 308
1721 139809 3863 919 633 1272 2040 421
1722 72467 4971 652 916 1376 1286 113
1723 109586 6224 419 721 1929 1570 269
1724 144238 7466 644 1224 2256 3558
1725 157830 9378 899 1054 2348 1703 20
1726 165622 8814 629 686 2043 1206
1727 163340 3680 601 752 1694 1083
1728 154241 2250 749 857 1726 2761
1729 157822 3926 684 1132 2153 1251
1730 181849 4399 904 896 2612 2245 924
1731 76704 4652 685 844 1723 1981 603
1732 140903 7083 1252 978 2014 4762 1144
1733 201786 7348 774 1024 1613 5735 954
1734 153325 9675 931 799 2129 2863 693
1735 147749 7127 714 587 1370 3915 1793
1736 150179 11794 928 683 2127 3114 1801
1737 218858 5941 727 651 2221 2163 1111
1738 178062 5468 882 840 1877 3450 707
1739 237477 3972 506 844 1734 1695 539
1740 188902 4795 752 954 2619 2242 522
1741 228550 5796 1632 1665 2558 4323 437
1742 229633 7425 1777 1780 2898 7207 380
1743 111031 6194 2244 1086 1689 2142 279
1744 243957 6881 1355 821 1136 2213 372
1745 239119 5564 2014 999 1155 2607 143
1746 212678 5955 1807 1793 2885 2674 196
1747 241920 6719 1641 1447 1540 1874 210
1748 313456 5857 1502 3369 4049 3297 3387
1749 169534 5512 1470 1865 1594 2269 336
1750 299177 7748 1861 1926 2176 5077 558
1751 136656 9472 1838 1786 2426 4125 525
1752 297017 9797 1548 1577 2281 4644 1313
1753 211937 9591 1299 1839 2348 4485 303
1754 240199 4901 1434 1909 2117 4886 1282
1755 416307 6988 2290 1580 3059 3679 2027
1756 455944 7751 2648 2745 4745 3518 244
1757 258871 5335 2137 2289 2924 5694 323
1758 207345 6602 1698 2688 2794 4522 174
1759 544287 6066 2256 2685 3986 5707 234
1760 68029 5361 1913 2011 2708 3463 298
1761 285611 7947 3339 1950 1844 4491 427
1762 272822 5499 2578 1711 3289 3605 4267
1763 275920 8280 2573 2293 3817 8327 283
1764 344623 10231 2814 1194 2092 6217 748
1765 336852 11551 2716 3085 5516 8395 1448
1766 206793 9786 2594 2246 5201 8095 1665
1767 152677 16236 1677 2068 3668 2455
1768 266197 18698 1484 3254 4015 2248
1769 241105 7280 2504 2431 3682 2450
1770 360692 7035 1652 2905 3945 7032
1771 501868 9177 4246 4046 7007 6160
1775 298376 13183 1459 3261 5102 4468
1780 376071 7328 4045 5488 5125 4332 698



The above can do no more than outline some features of the Baltic trades of the later

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.  The literature typically falls into two halves: on the one

hand,  the  shifting  sources  of  timber  and  timber  products  for  the  Baltic  export  trade  are

reviewed; on the other, there is a relatively new literature based upon Royal Navy contracts

that  record  volumes  of  timber,  pitch  and  tar,  and  hemp  used  in  the  construction  and

maintenance of  a growing number of  ships through to the end of  the eighteenth century.

Åström in particular carries the story up to the 1860s, when the shift away from timber and

towards  iron  as  a  basic  shipbuilding  material  became  decisive.   It  might  therefore  be

supposed that, just at that point in the later nineteenth century where scholars and students in

the Baltic would have come increasingly under the influence of a nascent German economic

history, the trade that had been so characteristic of the Baltic for centuries went into sudden

and steep decline.  This might again account for its relative neglect in the earlier writings of

Heckscher, whose own doctoral dissertation defended at Uppsala in 1907 was on the role of

railways in Swedish industrial development.36  A focus upon the industrialisation of the Baltic

economies by younger scholars in the early twentieth century would therefore have detached

forest-based industries from their older orientation to shipping and commerce, and realigned

them with new industrial uses for timber products.

This then would be one explanation for the lack of any sustained examination of the way

in  which  during  the  entire  early  modern  period  the  Baltic  trades  were  central  to  the

development of long-distance European trading and market relationships.  More recently, the

agrarian history of the Southern Baltic (Mecklenburg, Pomerania, Prussian, the East Country,

Russia)  has  been  treated  by  Polish  and  East  German  historians  in  terms  of  the  re-

feudalisation of the estate economy, shifting the focus inward to the organisation of labour,

rather  than  outward  to  the  market  relationships  with  which  this  process  was associated.

Then, more recently, attention has shifted away from the internal organisation of the estate

economy  to  broader  economic  cycles,  focussing  on  grain  production  and  long-run  price

cycles.37  As  with  the  broader  problem  already  identified  with  the  disjoint  treatment  of

production for an international market and the demand that sustained that market, a coherent

account of the development of trading networks would have to link the conduct of the estate

economy to the opportunities for selling the goods produced through the elaboration of these

networks.

Oeconomic Writing

Instead, the focus of the established German and Swedish literature of the period was on

internal  administration,  upon  “householding”,  as  in  the  text  published  in  1747 by  Anders

Berch, “Professor of Laws, and the Science of Householding and Commerce” at Uppsala.

Here the principal branches of the Wirtschaftswesen were listed as arable cultivation, mining,

36 See Lars Magnusson, “Introduction” to Heckscher, Mercantilism, new edition, Routledge, London 1995 p. xiv.
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manufacture and trade.38  The first main section of the book was not devoted to any of these

topics, however, but to an exposition of Policeywissenschaft, the wide range of measures for

the promotion of good order and sound morals.  Not until one-third through the book do we

come  to  the  second  part,  and  deal  directly  with  agriculture,  examining  in  turn  arable

cultivation, meadows, woods, plantations, cattle-raising, hunting, fisheries and finally insects

and pests.  Having also dealt with mining, craft production and trade, this last is described as

the means through which the former three are united and set in motion – but, he goes on, it is

best  limited  to  the  towns.39  The third  main  section  deals  with  Cameralwissenschaft,  the

science and practice of domainal administration, the levying of taxes, and keeping accounts

of incomings and outgoings:

For  oeconomia cameralis is the sole mode of acquisition of which the ruler

can make use;  and some publicists have come to understand by this the

entire oeconomia publica.  If one wished to allow that the intention of general

householding was only concerned with the enrichment of the ruler's treasury,

that would be the end of the matter; but since general householding involves

more than the collection of revenues; but has to do with the ways and means

through which the inhabitant can be put in a position to be able to contribute

to  the  revenue of  the  ruler,  and  assess  the  suitability  of  other  means of

rendering the inhabitants prosperous and rich, which was the objective of the

entire second section; while other measures are to be taken if one wishes to

levy payments upon them that do not weigh too heavily, or lay waste the the

means  of  subsistence  that  are  described  in  this  section;  by  which  the

difference between the  Oeconomia publica and  camerali, the latter being a

part of the former, as outlined in Ch. 3 §10.40

Cameralistic science was in this account then the study of the sources of the ruler's revenues,

in part from the good management of domainal land, in part from the levying of taxes upon

subjects in such a way that they activity was not diminished or distorted in any way.41  There is

of  course  an  extensive  literature  on  these  matters  reaching  from the  early  years  of  the

eighteenth century to the 1760s;42 the consistency of the arguments and themes can be seen

from the writings of von Rohr, who in 1716 outlined arguments about oeconomia publica and

Cameral-Wissenschaft in strikingly similar terms to Berch some thirty years later – according

to von Rohr, “Land Oeconomica” includes arable cultivation, cattle raising, market gardening,

37 See Michael North, “Die Entstehung der Gutswirtschaft im südlichen Ostseeraum”, Zeitschrift für Historische 
Forschung Bd. 26 Nr. 1 (1999) pp. 50ff.

38 Anders Berch, Einleitung zur allgemeinen Haushaltung, ed. D. G. Schreber, Halle 1763 p. 12.

39 Berch, Einleitung, op. cit. pp. 179ff., 320.

40 Berch, Einleitung, op. cit. pp. 427-28.

41 See the discussion of Berch's book in Pierangelo Schiera, Dall' Arte di Governo alle Scienze dello Stato. Il 
Cameralismo e l'Assolutismo Tedesco, Antonino Giuffrè, Milan 1968 pp. 396-402.

42 See “Cameralism as a 'Science'”, Ch. 3 of my Governing Economy. The Reformation of German Economic 
Discourse 1750-1840, new edition, Threshold Press, Newbury 2016.
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vineyards,  fisheries,  hunting and forestry  matters,  the brewing of  beer and so on.43  The

casual association of forestry with hunting here was also usual for the literature.

The frontispiece of von Rohr's book involves a conventional perspective of the rural economy,

with fields, meadows, orchards and fisheries – far removed from the endless tracts of forest

that surrounded the Baltic and upon which trade drew so heavily.   So how might  this be

reflected in the contemporary literature on forestry?

A historical  survey  of  forestry  literature  dating  from  the  nineteenth  century  clearly

identified the linkage between forest management and state administration, arguing that the 

...creation and extraction of the useful materials of woodland is treated by the

science of forestry not merely as a part of human economic activity, but also

as  an  object  of  concern  of  the  state,  for  while  it  is  a  matter  of  great

importance  for  the  state  to  promote  all  kinds  of  economic  activity,  it  is

primarily securing the satisfaction of the general need for forest products that

is of great importance.  From the first standpoint the creation and extraction

of useful woodland material is a particular economic branch - forest economy;

while from the second standpoint it appears to be an object of state concern,

and  forms  together  with  state  economy,  influence  of  the  state  upon  the

43 J. B. von Rohr, Compendieuse Haußhaltungs-Bibliothek, Leipzig 1716 p. 84.
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economic  circumstances  of  its  members,  the  state  forest  economy;  or

together with what can be called the commercial policy of the state, forest

policy; or together with economic welfare, the welfare of the forest economy.44

Widenmann emphasised that while in many countries the forests were an important branch of

activity, only in Germany had a science of forestry developed, owing to the fact that forestry

was here the object of systematic teaching.  While forest and woodland had been private

property  since  the time of  Tacitus,  he notes the  imposition  of  regulations  in  the  fifteenth

century by rulers seeking to control the exploitation of forests and foster good practice in the

use of woodland on the part of a growing population.  From the sixteenth century onwards

collections of these regulations were published, but not until the eighteenth century did forest

management become an explicit  object of such writing.  Among notable early Widenmann

singles out von Hohberg as a writer on rural economy who presented a worthwhile summary

of matters relating to the management of forest and woodland.45  But the first specialised work

is identified as Carl  von Carlowitz's  Sylvicultura Oeconomica of 1713, a work of over five

hundred pages that included advice on the care of woodlands as well as the most suitable

means for of their exploitation.  However, in the course of the eighteenth century the forest

was  increasingly  viewed  from  the  perspective  of  hunting,  so  that  the  literature  itself

progressively ran woodland management together with the customs and practices of hunting,

while those charged with maintaining tracts of forest were increasingly drawn from the ranks

of those appointed in relation to the pursuit of hunting.46

Widenmann  notes  approvingly  the  publication  in  1757  of  Wilhelm  Gottfried  Moser's

Grundsäze der Forst-Oeconomie, but goes on to suggest that Moser was neither a forester,

nor someone well-acquainted with natural history, but a cameralist, and so not capable of

assessing the principles of forest economy that he assembled – a judgement which clearly

draws a line between teaching and practice.  However, at the same time there also appeared

a  work  by  Johann  Gottlieb  Beckmann,  who  was  himself  a  forester  and,  according  to

Widenmann,  the  first  to  write  in  detail  not  only  about  the  practical  aspects  of  woodland

management from his own experience, but who was the first to outline principles of rotation

and sustainability  on the basis  of  stands of  woodland to  be felled in  successive years.47

Following on from this, there was a marked increase during the second half of the eighteenth

century  in  the  composition  of  texts  on  forest  management  by  practitioners,  although

Widenmann notes the empirical cast of these writings, and their lack of any foundation in

“natural laws” - they were “unscientific” because empirical and unsystematic.  Nonetheless,

the  need  to  teach  the  principles  of  forest  management  fostered  systematisation,  and

44 Kreisforstrath Wilhelm von Widenmann, Geschichtliche Einleitung in die Forstwissenschaft, Tübingen 1837 pp. 1-
2.

45 Idem., pp. 22-23, p. 39.

46 Idem, p. 43.

47 Johann Gottlieb Beckmann, Versuche und Erfahrungen bei der Holzsaat nebst einigen Beiträgen zur 
Verbesserung der Forstwirthschaft, 2 parts, Chemnitz 1756, 1759.
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according to Widenmann it was Gleditsch, appointed to teach forestry at the institute founded

in 1770 at Tegel, who published the first “scientific” account of forest economy;48 and this was

then followed by other texts on forestry linked to teaching institutions throughout Germany.

From this very brief survey of the development of German writing on forest management

it seems plain that it was only in the second half of the eighteenth century that it became

possible  to  relate  the  exploitation  of  forest  products  to  existing  commercial  relationships.

Indeed, reports of the over-exploitation of Prussian forests in the mid-eighteenth century add

plausibility to the idea that systematic management of forest resources lagged a long way

behind  developing market  opportunities,  and  also  behind  systematic  consideration  of  the

constraints upon commercial exploitation of products whose source lay in forests whose life-

cycle took at least two human generations.  In this context,  the annual cycle of field and

vineyard were much more manageable objects, although we might also note that here too

modern agronomical writing only began to displace Hausväterliteratur towards the very end of

the eighteenth century.

Agrarian Production and Baltic Markets

It  therefore  becomes  more  understandable  why  Kameralwissenschaft became

associated both with teaching in North German universities, and with the promotion of the

kind  of  agricultural  activity  encountered  on  the  plains  of  Northern  Germany  and  Central

Europe.   Stieda's  survey  of  German  universities  does  include  mention  of  Kiel,  Rostock,

Greifswald, Uppsala, and Åbo (Turku)49 - but none of the contemporary literature addresses

the maritime trading that was so typical of the Baltic, and of its extensive hinterlands that were

linked to such commercial trade through rivers such as the Oder, the Vistula, the Daugava or

the Niemen.  Nor, for that matter, would one gather from cameralist writing that grain was the

most significant export from the ports of the Southern Baltic; and so the failure of a substantial

international trade in forest products to find any resonance in cameralist writing is indicative

not so much of the neglect of this market, but instead the absence of any direct consideration

of the markets for the products of field and forest.

This in turn points up a disjunction in eighteenth century writing on economic activity –

between farming activities and commercial  activities.   English, French, Italian, Dutch, and

German commercial  literature was directed to  merchants;  despite the development  within

universities of new areas of interest – not only agrarian administration, but also population,

currency and precious metals, geography,  Reisebeschreibungen and  Statistik – commerce

did not here attract any great attention.  As I have argued elsewhere, 50 the European political

48 Johann Gottlieb Gleditsch, Systematische Einleitung in die neuere aus ihren eigenthümlichen physikalisch-
ökonomischen Gründen hergeleitete Forstwissenschaft 2. vols., Berlin 1774-1775.

49 Wilhelm Stieda, Die Nationalökonomie als Universitätswissenschaft, B. G. Teubner, Leipzig 1906 pp. 108, 107, 23, 
65.  Indeed, Stieda here estimates that of 32 German, Scandinavian, Dutch, Swiss and Austrian universities in 
1755, only three - Åbo, Göttingen and Rinteln – had established chairs of Ökonomie.

50 See my Economy of the Word, op. cit. pp. 46-47.
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economy of the early nineteenth century developed not from a literature of commerce and

market relationships, but instead from a literature of agrarian order.   Insofar as the Baltic

region can be characterised as a significant  and autonomous trading region with  links to

Atlantic economies – England, France, Holland, Spain and beyond – this activity found little or

no resonance in the political oeconomy of the eighteenth century.
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